
HOW TO WRITE A COLLEGE ESSAY IN MLA FORMAT

Follow the steps below to format your essay or research paper according to MLA MLA format requires a header in the
upper right-hand corner of each page set at 1/2" This is useful if you are writing a document and want to send the file to.

Show off and demonstrate your ability to process the original information, connect it to the content in your
paper, and write it in your own individual and unique writing style. After each number be sure to space once
prior to typing in the section name. Type your last name before the page number. Select Format from the
menu bar and Paragraph. When doing your indents, use the tab key instead of using the space bar. If your
professor requests you use 7th edition guidelines for your work cited MLA format page, click here for more
information. You can click your right mouse button and then click "remove hyperlink," but the hypertext will
appear again for the next listing. Only italicize words that would normally be italicized in the text. Digital
video disc should be DVD, not D. Leave one space after periods and other punctuation marks, unless your
instructor tells you to make two spaces. It is acceptable to use abbreviations in all of these sources. References
are placed after the quotes and paraphrases, and also at the end of an assignment. Paraphrased information
uses the same MLA reference format as stated in the section directly above this one. Do not use italics,
boldfaced type, underlining, or all caps to format your title. Section 3" and so forth. In the Indents and Spacing
section, click Special and then click Hanging. When you combine information from outside sources with your
own writing style, it demonstrates your ability as a researcher to showcase your understanding and analyzation
of a topic. Before doing so, be sure to click "Format" and then "Paragraph" on the menu bar and check your
paragraph format to make sure that the first line of the paragraph is not indented. When you insert an Internet
address into a document in the MLA format, it should not be underlined and highlighted as hypertext is. On
the first page of your essay you should type your name in the upper left corner of the page. Try looking in the
settings area where page numbers or headers can be added or modified. However, if your MS Word
AutoCorrect option is in the default setting, when you type an Internet address or paste an Internet address into
your document and then press the spacebar, the address will become a hypertext link. When typing up your
works cited page there are a few things that you should do. Ask your instructor for their specific preferences.
In the upper right corner you are going to insert your page numbers, making sure your last name is on the left
side of the page numbers. For example, if you had two sources you would list them as follows: Johnson,
James. Click on the Align Center icon on the formatting toolbar. Even though the writer modifies the
information from another source, it is still necessary to credit the source using proper MLA format. Use 12
point size Double space the entire research paper, even the works cited page. On the last page of the
assignment, the writer includes the full references for the books by Isadora, Parr, and Velazquez.
Abbreviations Abbreviations are commonly used in many source types including websites, blog posts, books,
and journal articles. Note: the instructions in this link follow the 7th edition of the Handbook. Other
abbreviations that are perfectly acceptable to use in a bibliography in MLA format not the body of a project
include: p. They should not be used in the body of a project. Depending on how many sources you have and
the type of sources that you used whether a book, article, or Internet-based source , then you will want to pay
special attention to the author's name, title of the book, publication date, publisher and place of publication. To
create the header and set automatic page numbering select View and then Header and Footer from the Menu
Bar: The header will appear at the top of your screen, ready for you to enter text and automatic page
numbering: Notice that the cursor is set on the left margin. We recommend you use an MLA header for your
project. Double space throughout your essay. Examples: EdD Months Type out entire month names when
being used in the body of a research paper or assignment. In the above example, Dan Gutman is the author of
the book that this quote is pulled from. While the above sources are simply fictional samples and do not
reference real books, it gives you a better idea on how to format your bibliography works cited. Punctuation
Here are a few guidelines to keep in mind in relation to punctuation marks. It is not necessary to manually
measure half an inch. You need not make a title page unless your professor requests it.


